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Abstract: Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries have been utilized increasingly in recent years in various
applications, such as electric vehicles (EVs), electronics, and large energy storage systems due to their
long lifespan, high energy density, and high-power density, among other qualities. However, there
can be faults that occur internally or externally that affect battery performance which can potentially
lead to serious safety concerns, such as thermal runaway. Thermal runaway is a major challenge in
the Li-ion battery field due to its uncontrollable and irreversible nature, which can lead to fires and
explosions, threatening the safety of the public. Therefore, thermal runaway prognosis and diagnosis
are significant topics of research. To efficiently study and develop thermal runaway prognosis and
diagnosis algorithms, thermal runaway modeling is also important. Li-ion battery thermal runaway
modeling, prediction, and detection can help in the development of prevention and mitigation
approaches to ensure the safety of the battery system. This paper provides a comprehensive review of
Li-ion battery thermal runaway modeling. Various prognostic and diagnostic approaches for thermal
runaway are also discussed.

Keywords: lithium-ion battery; thermal runaway; battery modeling; fault diagnosis; internal short-circuit

1. Introduction

The combustion of gasoline or diesel in conventional vehicles is considered one of
the leading causes of climate change due to greenhouse gas emissions. Building a future
that preserves the environment and reduces dependence on fossil fuels is imperative,
and depends substantially on the world’s transition to renewable energy. Lithium-ion
(Li-ion) batteries are recognized as a sustainable, next-generation vehicle “fuel” owing to
their superior features, including high energy density, high power density, long cycle life,
low self-discharge rate, no memory effects [1–4], and low environmental emissions and
pollution [5,6]. These advantages, especially high energy density and power density, have
made Li-ion batteries suitable for successful application in electric vehicles (EVs) [3]. Global
EV stock reached 10 million in 2020 and approximately 370 EV models were available
worldwide in 2020, representing a 43% and a 40% increase from 2019, respectively [7].
From 2020 to 2025, the global market for Li-ion batteries is estimated to increase from
USD 44 billion to USD 94 billion. Moreover, Li-ion batteries are also used in many other
energy storage applications, as governments pivot towards the use of renewable energy
sources, such as solar and wind, creating a need for energy to be stored.

Despite the remarkable benefits of Li-ion batteries in EVs and energy storage appli-
cations, their safety has remained a persistent concern for the public. Li-ion batteries can
fail under conditions of abuse, such as overcharge, overdischarge, physical penetration,
short-circuit, overheating, accelerated penetration, etc. [8–10]. There are many triggers to
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these conditions of abuse, such as fast charging at low and high temperatures, collision
and shock, vibration, deformation, metallic lithium plating, formation of lithium den-
drite, etc. In addition to these abuse conditions, flammable electrolytes, manufacturing
defects, and improper operation can cause failure. Many current Li-ion battery electrolytes
are flammable liquids that act as the fuel in battery fires [11]. Although rare, ingression of
metallic particulates into the cell during manufacturing can cause an internal short-circuit
(ISC) during later usage [12]. Incorrect operation, such as the temperature being too high or
low, and overcharging or overdischarging, can lead to accelerated degradation of the active
battery materials. The failure of Li-ion batteries typically results in thermal runaway which
is a chain reaction of uncontrollable battery temperature and internal pressure increases
inside the cell or pack, ultimately leading to gas leakage, fire, and explosion. Much effort
has been devoted to thermal runaway modeling to understand its complex mechanisms, as
well as to thermal runaway prognosis and diagnosis approaches to prevent and mitigate its
catastrophic consequences [13].

The uncontrollable and irreversible nature of thermal runaway is the main challenge
for the mitigation of Li-ion battery safety hazards. It has focused researchers’ attention
on the prediction of thermal runaway behaviors to enable early warning or delays, to
potentially prevent thermal runaway in Li-ion battery applications. Thermal runaway
modeling is a necessary step in predicting or detecting thermal runaway. The models used
are often based on the electrochemical and thermal principles of Li-ion batteries with the
goal of simulating temperature and voltage responses during thermal runaway. These
models often consider an overall energy balance and involve the development of equations
accounting for different sources of heat generation and dissipation.

Since thermal runaway modeling and diagnosis are a crucial part of Li-ion battery
advancements, a range of models and diagnosis methods have been studied and devel-
oped. Several reviews have focused on the mechanism and diagnosis of ISC of Li-ion
batteries [14–16]. Liao et al. [17] conducted a full review of the mechanisms and causes
that can lead to thermal runaway, and of approaches to monitoring and detecting thermal
runaway in Li-ion batteries. However, there have been many new developments in the
field since then, and thermal runaway modeling is a topic that has not been thoroughly
reviewed. Researchers have made significant progress in understanding the mechanism
and operation of Li-ion batteries, and, consequently, many innovations in battery ther-
mal runaway modeling and diagnosis have emerged. Therefore, there is a crucial need
to identify the current and most up-to-date progress of Li-ion battery thermal runaway
modeling and diagnosis research. This paper provides a comprehensive review of recent
developments in approaches to Li-ion battery thermal runaway modeling, as well as to
thermal runaway prediction and detection.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some basic back-
ground information on Li-ion battery thermal runaway mechanisms. Section 3 introduces
and discusses Li-ion battery thermal runaway models. Section 4 provides a comprehen-
sive review of various thermal runaway prognostic and diagnostic approaches for Li-ion
batteries. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.

2. Basic Background on Thermal Runaway Mechanism

A Li-ion battery mainly consists of a cathode, an anode, a separator, and an electrolyte.
The cathode is made up of materials that contain lithium compounds and possess a high
oxidation-reduction potential, to ensure high battery capacity and output voltage. The
anode often has a low oxidation-reduction potential and stable electrochemical properties,
to ensure the battery can charge and discharge quickly and have a low self-discharge rate.
The separator is a porous film within the battery that prevents active materials of the
anode and cathode from reacting directly together in the electrolyte. Its quality can affect
the battery capacity, lifespan, and temperature resistance of the battery. The electrolyte,
consisting of a salt, an organic solvent, and other additives, is a channel for the migration
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of lithium ions between the anode and the cathode. The electrolyte can affect the battery
capacity, operating temperature, and power and energy densities.

There are three main types of abuse that lead to thermal runaway, including me-
chanical, electrical, and thermal [17]. Mechanical abuse involves collision and crush, nail
penetrations, compression, etc. Electrical abuse can include overcharging, overdischarging,
external short-circuit, etc., while thermal abuse involves overheating, high ambient tem-
perature, fire, etc. These abuse conditions can lead to the collapse of the separator, which
can cause an ISC within the battery. The ISC can generate excessive heat and intensify
the degree of electrochemical side-reactions, releasing a large amount of flammable gas
and leading to increasing internal pressure and expansion of the battery outer case. These
effects can ultimately result in a fire or an explosion, causing major safety concerns for
users of Li-ion batteries. The flammable liquid electrolytes can be a significant factor in
causing fire and explosion. Solid-state electrolytes offer a potential solution to this problem
in the future.

The thermal runaway temperature response is usually characterized by three tempera-
tures: T1, the onset temperature of detectable battery self-heating; T2, the trigger tempera-
ture of thermal runaway; and T3, the maximum temperature of thermal runaway [18]. The
onset of self-heating is due to solid electrolyte interface (SEI) decomposition; T1 usually
occurs when the rate of temperature increase of the battery exceeds an experimentally
determined threshold. The trigger for thermal runaway is separator failure leading to an
ISC; T2 is the point where the temperature rises from a constant to a quasi-exponential
curve [19]. T3 can be easily found on a temperature profile as it is the highest point. Some
models in published reports simulate a section of the temperature profile, such as from T2
to T3, while other models simulate the complete profile from T1 to T3.

3. Lithium-Ion Battery Thermal Runaway Modeling
3.1. Review of Thermal Runaway Mechanisms and Modeling

Modeling combustion typically involves the coupling of chemistry, transport, and
fluid dynamics and is considered extensively in the computational fluid dynamics field.
One of the most important considerations is whether the combustion is controlled by
chemical kinetics or by turbulent mixing. The non-dimensional Damköhler number is used
to determine the flame type. Its form is shown below:

Da =
RaV

v
=

k/ε

ρad/Ra
(1)

This is the reaction rate over the velocity—it represents the turbulent mixing timescale
over the chemical reaction time scale. The turbulent mixing timescale is calculated as
the turbulent kinetic energy divided by the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy.
Modeling combustion requires solving the Navier–Stokes equation, a continuity equation,
and two additional partial differential equations for k and ε, as well as chemical reaction
calculations for enthalpy and mass fractions. However, in the case of batteries, the chemical
reaction timescale is smaller (i.e., the chemical reaction rate is large) and consequently
the Damköhler number is much greater than 1. This allows for greater simplification of
thermal runaway modeling, focusing on chemical kinetics and ignoring computational
fluid dynamics with their large computational costs, especially in the turbulent region.
Battery thermal runaway models focus instead on the Arrhenius equation for both single
and multistep chemical reactions.

Multiple abuse factors lead to thermal runaway, including mechanical stress, internal
short-circuit, external short-circuit, elevated temperatures, fast charge, under charge, and
overcharge. Internal short-circuits can occur by multiple means from anode/cathode
contact to current collector contact and are one of the most dangerous thermal runaway
scenarios due to the speed of the reaction. As the battery is still intact, normal catalytic
reaction speed is expected, and all the Gibbs free energy of the reaction is converted to heat
during Joule heating. The electrolyte subsequently combusts, and further heating occurs.
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Undercharge leads to the dissolution of the SEI, leading to gas and stress buildup, while
also allowing the electrolyte to react at the electrodes. During overcharge, lithium plating
may occur and reduce the electrolyte.

Lithium-ion batteries are sensitive to temperature, and sub-optimal temperatures can
lead to degradation and thermal runaway. At temperatures above 80 ◦C, the SEI layer
begins to break down [20]. With the protective SEI layer broken, the lithiated carbon
can now react and reduce the electrolyte; this is an exothermic reaction that occurs at
temperatures around 100 ◦C with the reaction peaking at 200 ◦C [20,21]. At temperatures
above 110 ◦C, the electrolyte begins to break down, and, at temperatures above 135 ◦C, the
separator melts [22]. The electrolyte evaporates at 140 ◦C and the vapors of the organic
electrolyte combust readily in the presence of oxygen [21]. Since oxygen is released from the
decomposition of the cathode at high temperatures (200–230 ◦C), it is a high-risk scenario,
and the temperature of the Li-ion batteries must be controlled [20]. Thermal runaway is
a major concern for lithium-ion batteries. Elevated temperatures in batteries can trigger
exothermic reactions which lead to a further increase in temperature and more deleterious
reactions. Previous studies have shown that the onset of thermal runaway varies with the
state of charge (SOC) and the voltage. For LiCo2 batteries, the onset of thermal runaway
occurs at 144 ◦C for 2.8 V, at 109 ◦C for 3.0 V, and at 104 ◦C for 4.06 V [21].

Huang et al. [23] discuss various safety measures, including relief valves, novel
separators, flame retardant additives, current interrupt devices (CID), and positive thermal
coefficient (PTC) devices. They state that Li-ion battery failure is always triggered by
successive exothermic side-reactions, such as SEI layer decomposition, separator melting,
cathode/anode reactions with the electrolyte, and electrolyte decomposition. Liu et al. [24]
measured the total energy of combustion of a 18,650 battery and found that it was almost
three times that of the electrical energy alone. Some studies have found that large format
cells have a higher risk of jet fires and explosions, especially at high states of charge, as
large cells possess more energy and have larger temperature gradients between the cell
surface and the interior [25,26].

Figure 1 shows four distinct regions. A sudden voltage drop is seen once the separator
has melted and the two electrodes make contact. As the electrodes are solid and the
electrolyte moisture concentration is low, the reaction is not immediate as solid-state
reactions are typically slow. At elevated temperatures, however, solid-state reactions with
low moisture content can produce material stuck in the transition state representing a
dangerous phenomenon. The four regions in Figure 1 are explained further in Figure 2.
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Li et al. [26] showed that in the room temperature (25 ◦C) to 90 ◦C region, a decrease
in voltage as the temperature increases can be observed, which is caused by the dissolu-
tion of metal ions at the cathode. This is followed by the typical anode reactions of SEI
decomposition and the reaction of lithium with the electrolyte above 90 ◦C. Of note are the
spike in temperature at 134 ◦C, where an internal short-circuit occurs, and the small dip in
temperature at 151.2 ◦C, where safety venting occurs. The measured value of the micro
internal short-circuit is very close to the melting temperature of the separator. Cathode
material decomposition is seen to occur at around 210 ◦C for the NMC cathode. The thermal
runaway is triggered on the front surface layer and then spreads to the entire battery. The
propagation time is seen to vary with SOC, as shown in Table 1 below [26].

Table 1. Effect of SOC on onset temperature of thermal runaway, propagation time in a single cell,
and propagation time between cells in pack.

SOC T Onset (◦C) Propagation Time inside a
Single Cell (s)

Propagation Time
between Cells (s)

100% 154.1 10 87
50% 96.3 39 307
0% 90.6 - -

The kinetics are modeled simply as the Arrhenius equation with the basic equations
presented below. Coman et al. [27] provide an overview of the basic equations used in
most studies.

dXa

dt
= −AaXaexp

(
− Ea

KbT

)
exp

(
− z

z0

)
(2)

dαc

dt
= −Acαc (1− αc)exp

(
− Ec

KbT

)
(3)

dXs

dt
== −AsXsexp

(
− Es

KbT

)
(4)
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dz
dt

= −AaXaexp
(
− Ea

KbT

)
exp

(
− z

z0

)
(5)

Equations (2)–(4) represent the reaction rates of the anode, cathode, and SEI layer
separately, while the thickness of the SEI layer is shown in Equation (5). For an unknown
number of reactions with multiple unknown products, the following chemical kinetic
scheme was proposed in [27]:

κx = Ax · exp
(
−Ea,x

RT

)
· fx(cx) (6)

cx = 1−
∫

κx dt (7)

fx(cx) = cnx
x (8)

where κx is the reaction rate, Ax is the frequency factor, Ea,x is the activation energy, R is the
universal gas constant, T is the temperature, and fx(cx) is the mechanism function where cx
is the concentration and nx is the reaction order. As combustion is a simple non-reversible
chemical reaction, which for most abuse scenarios does not contain a mix of electrochemical
and full redox reactions in parallel, the proposed kinetic scheme works well. The heat of
generation is calculated as,

.
Qgen =

.
QSEI +

.
QAn−E +

.
QAn−B +

.
QCat−An +

.
QCat−B +

.
QCat (9)

.
Qx = mx · ∆Hx · Kx (10)

The thermal model is further expanded as:

− Aεσ
(

T4 − Tamb
4
)
− hA(T − Tamb) +

.
Qgen = ρcp

∂T
∂t

(11)

It can be seen that the model consists of an electrochemical model and a thermal
model. In [27], the electrochemical model makes a significant contribution to the total heat
delivered during thermal runaway. The paper modifies the electrochemical reaction term
caused by the internal short-circuit device (ISCD) as it investigated thermal runaway in
a pack with an ISCD. As [27] focused on internal short-circuit, the heat generated by the
electrochemical reaction is included. Simply, the electrical energy of the cell is converted to
heat through Joule heating, expressed as:

.
Qgen =

.
Qa +

.
Qc +

.
QAn−B +

.
Qs +

.
Qec +

.
Qheater (12)

.
Qec = −Hecη

dsoc
dt

(13)

Hec = 3600·C·V (14)

Jiang et al. [5] further investigated internal short-circuits with nail penetration by
modifying the equation as below:

.
Qec = −Hec(1− η− γ)

dsoc
dt

(15)

where η is the efficiency factor for venting, and γ is the heat release factor by nail penetration.
The effect of nail penetration on the outer cell casing and the thermal resistance at the
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boundary was not explored. The peak temperature is estimated using the Kissinger
Equation shown below:

ln

(
βi

T2
p,i

)
= ln

(
AxR
Ea,x

)
− Ea,x

RTp,i
, (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,) (16)

The Biot number is a non-dimensional number that reports on the temperature uni-
formity and temperature gradient of the simulated element. For low Biot numbers, there
is a uniform, approximately constant, temperature, while for high Biot numbers, a sharp
gradient is expected. The Biot number is a major consideration in [23] where two models
are proposed: the Semenov model and the Frank–Kamenetskii model. In the Semenov
model, it is assumed that the distribution of temperature in the system is uniform (Bi < 0.2)
and that heat exchange and conduction occur at the surface. The Frank–Kamenetskii model
assumes that the distribution of the temperature in the system varies with space and time,
with a boundary condition that the gradient of temperature is approximately zero. Typical
temperature distributions from both models are shown in Figure 3 [23].
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Huang et al. [23], using both models, calculated the self-accelerating decomposition
temperature (SADT) of the cell, which is the critical temperature that triggers thermal
runaway propagation, and found values of 126.1 ◦C and 139.2 ◦C for the Semenov and
Frank-Kamenetskii models, respectively. The authors of the study found that when the
Biot number was small (Bi < 0.2), the Semonov model could be used to calculate the
critical temperature (SADT) of the ambient air, which was found to be 126.1 ◦C for the
LTO electrode. While for large Biot numbers, the Frank–Kamenetskii model was used to
calculate the surface temperature of the battery before self-ignition (SADT), which was
found to be 142.6 ◦C for the LTO electrode. The study investigated the Li4Ti5O12 (LTO)
anode and found that the properties of LTO involving zero-strain insertion of lithium
prevented lithium plating while fast charging. LTO electrodes are also noted for their
thermal stability, albeit at the expense of lowered cell voltage.

The paper also reported that the SADTs for the NMC cathodes separately were 160.1 ◦C
and 196.6 ◦C for the Semenov and Frank–Kamenetskii models, respectively. The authors
stated that during fire engulfment the thermal resistance at the boundary can sharply
decrease and that this could accelerate exothermic reactions reducing the delay time in
thermal runaway. In this case (fire engulfment), the authors suggested the use of the
Frank-Kamenetskii model using the Li-ion battery shell temperature as the boundary
condition to calculate the SADT critical temperature. Their results showed that if the
ambient temperature is more than 126.1 ◦C or the batteries are heated to 139.2 ◦C, and the
time is above the delay time for thermal runaway, then thermal runaway will propagate
from a cell to its surrounding cells. Moreover, if the module does not cool down to the
calculated SADT’s of 196.6 ◦C shell temperature or 160.1 ◦C ambient temperature, then it
will be difficult to stop heat generation and venting due to NMC decomposition. However,
below the critical temperature, the thermal runaway delay time is seen to approach infinity
as propagation does not occur from the failing cell to the surrounding cells. The authors
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also investigated two possible explanations for the causes of explosion, including internal
catalytic reactions and boiling liquid expansion vapor (BLEVE).

Figure 4 shows heat flow peaks at several separate locations. A slight increase in
heat generation is seen at 89.7 ◦C due to SEI decomposition, followed by a steady increase
in heat generation as the LTO anode reacts with the electrolyte from 90 ◦C to 170 ◦C. At
171.5 ◦C a drop in temperature is seen as the separator melts endothermically, followed by
a large spike in heat generation as the NMC cathode reacts with the electrolyte, peaking at
231.2 ◦C. Figure 5 breaks down this overall process further into its components. Though
the heat flow term of the cathode electrolyte term is extremely large, the temperature of
release is 282.8 ◦C, much higher than the other terms. The major contributor to the gas
pressure is the electrolyte component, which is seen to experience an endothermic reaction
at 187.5 ◦C and exothermic heat generation peak at 206.5 ◦C. Gachot et al. [28] state that
the endothermic process is mainly the reaction of a Lewis acid with the ethylene carbonate
and an elimination reaction of the Lewis acid with the solvent. The exothermic process is
attributed to the decomposition of the carbonate ester. These authors also state that the
amount of gas produced is directly proportional to the quantity of electrolyte. For the
anode component, a small peak at 91.33 ◦C is attributed to the SEI decomposition. A large
heat generation peak is noted at the anode that occurs after the electrolyte carbonate ester
exothermic heat generation peak.
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During charging, low temperatures can lead to lithium plating, which also occurs when
charging at C-rates higher than 2 C, depending on the SOC and temperature [8]. When the
anode potential is negative, lithium plating can occur, as it is not the thermodynamically
favored reaction. Fast charging leads to lithium plating, as interstitial sites in the graphite
close to the electrolyte are occupied and prevent intercalation into deeper layers.

3.2. Other Recent Notable Studies in Thermal Runaway Modeling

Overheating is the most generic abuse condition since all battery faults lead to over-
heating. It is easily modeled in laboratories. Chen et al. [29] developed a lumped 0D model
for small Biot number, an axisymmetric 2D model for axisymmetric heating conditions,
and a 3D model for all other conditions. These models were validated by an extended
volume accelerating rate calorimetry (EV-ARC) test using an NMC 2170 cylindrical cell
under overheating conditions and achieved excellent agreement with experimental results.
This modeling approach can be applied to different Li-ion cell chemistries and geometric
configurations. Esho et al. [30] established models for two cases, including a single reaction
and multiple reactions, to predict the critical temperature of thermal runaway based on a
thermal balance between temperature-dependent heat generation, heat conduction in the
cell, and heat dissipation on the cell surface. The model for a single reaction determines
the critical temperature from the root of a nonlinear, transcendental equation whereas
the model for multiple reactions is more complicated but realistic. The models were vali-
dated by the thermal test of a 2665 cylindrical cell and showed good agreement in critical
temperature predictions with experimental results. The cell thermal conductivity and
convective heat transfer coefficient were found to have significant influences on the critical
temperature. As large format cells are gaining popularity in applications, due to their high
energy per unit, a recent study conducted by Zhang et al. [13] presented a thermal runaway
model for prismatic cells, validated by localized overheat testing of an LFP prismatic cell.
The model was formulated based on heat generation from ISC and exothermic chemical re-
actions modeled by empirical Arrhenius equations. The simulated results aligned well with
experimental data. Feng et al. [31] developed a comprehensive electrochemical-thermal
model, which captures the thermal runaway mechanism, including capacity degradation at
high temperature, ISC caused by failure of the separator, and heat generation by chemical
reactions of all cell components. The model was verified with an NMC prismatic cell with
close agreement obtained.

Gas generation has only rarely been considered in published thermal runaway models.
Ostanek’s group pioneered developing a coupled thermal and venting model and validated
it using an NMC 1865 cylindrical cell under thermal abuse conditions in an EV-ARC test [32].
The model includes gas generation sources, such as vaporization of liquid electrolytes and
decomposition reactions. The rate of gas generation is considered to be proportional to
the rate of temperature increase. The effect after venting is also simulated in the model by
producing gas, liquid, and solid ejecta from the cell, leading to losses of energy and mass
from the control volume. The model agreed with experimental data for processes before
and during venting up to the onset of thermal runaway, but not during the thermal runaway.
The possible causes of this discrepancy might be the uncertainty of heat conduction and
thermal inertia effects at rapid heating rates during thermal runaway.

Overcharge is a common electrical abuse condition. Ren et al. [33] presented an
electrochemical-thermal coupled model to predict thermal runaway under overcharge
conditions. The model showed close agreement with experimental data for a pair of
parallel NMC pouch cells undergoing adiabatic overcharging. It was also determined by
the model that electrolyte oxidation reactions, and reactions between deposited lithium
and electrolyte, are the main contributors to heat generation in an overcharge process.
Qi et al. [34] also formulated an overcharge model coupling a 1D electrochemical model
with a 3D thermal model. It was verified by a single NMC prismatic cell, and a battery
pack consisting of three NMC prismatic cells. The experimental data fitted the model well
with a relative error within 6%.
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External short-circuit or fast discharge-induced thermal runaway has not been studied
extensively. An et al. [35] constructed an external short-circuit model for an LFP pouch and
prismatic cells. The model consists of an electrochemical-thermal coupled model and an
analytical thermal runaway model. The former accounts for heat generation due to ohmic
heat, active polarization heat, and entropic heat, while the latter includes heat generation
by decomposition reactions and predicts onset temperature and the temperature profile of
thermal runaway. The electrochemical-thermal coupled model was validated using an LFP
2665 cylindrical cell under different discharge rates reported in [36]. The analytical model
was verified using an 1865 cylindrical cell reported in [37]. Both results showed satisfactory
agreement between simulated and experimental data.

Peng and Jiang’s research established a 3D thermal model to simulate thermal runaway
behaviors of cells with different cathode materials (i.e., LCO, NCA, NMC, LMO, and
LFP) [38]. This research was not validated by experiments but provided a comparison
between thermal stability between different cell chemistries and important parameters
of the five cathode materials investigated for future studies. It was found that the heat
generation rate of LFP was the slowest and, therefore, represented the safest cathode
material. In [39], the authors developed a set of empirical equations to predict the thermal
runaway onset temperature (TRonset) of certain Li-ion batteries. The equations were third-
order polynomials fitted to experimental data from external heat-induced thermal runaway
on various Li-ion chemistries with multiple states of charge (SOC), where SOC was used as
the independent variable. The predicted TRonset had errors below 10% when compared to
experimental TRonset from another set of SOCs for lithium-cobalt oxide (LCO) and lithium-
nickel-cobalt aluminum oxide (NCA) chemistries. Ren et al. [40] developed a model based
on the reaction kinetics of the exothermic processes responsible for thermal runaway and
runaway propagation. The reaction kinetics were determined via differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and the use of Kissinger’s method and a nonlinear fit. The model’s ability
to predict the thermal runaway onset temperature (TRonset) was compared against thermal
runaway data from adiabatic and oven tests. TRonset was predicted with an absolute error
of 9.05 ◦C in the adiabatic system.

ISC is the ultimate cause of thermal runaway. Coman’s group modeled thermal
runaway triggered by ISC and validated the model by testing an NCA 1865 cylindrical
cell with a wax-based ISC device embedded in the jellyroll [41]. The model is a simplified
electrochemical-thermal model constructed using Arrhenius equations for decomposition
reactions and short-circuits. The experimental data matched the model well. Similarly,
Cai et al. [42] developed a model to predict ISC-induced thermal runaway behavior and
validated it by testing an NMC pouch cell with a wax-based ISC device embedded in the
separator. This model is unique because its thermal model distinguishes the temperature
among three sections of the cell, namely the core, middle, and surface layers. The overall
model consists of a three-state thermal model for the three sections in the cell, a side-
reaction model accounting for four exothermic decomposition reactions, and an electrical
equivalent circuit model to capture the ISC process. However, the temperature data
displayed relatively large differences between the simulated and experimental results
mainly due to the displacement of temperature sensors during the test.

4. Lithium-Ion Battery Thermal Runaway Prognosis and Diagnosis

Thermal runaway has become a main concern for the public as the usage of Li-ion
batteries has increased, especially with respect to application in EVs. Thermal runaway
prognosis and diagnosis has, therefore, become an important research topic. Thermal
runaway models are often used to simulate thermal runaway to validate the diagnosis
approach or are sometimes used directly in the diagnosis approach. There are many recent
studies on this topic; in this review, the approaches are categorized as thermal runaway
prediction (prior to occurrence) and thermal runaway detection (during occurrence).
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4.1. Lithium-Ion Battery Thermal Runaway Prediction

Thermal runaway prediction can be useful in terms of warning users of their abusive
behaviors toward the battery or of any hostile surrounding environments around the
battery. Thermal runaway can effectively be avoided by changing user behaviors or
adjusting surrounding environments, which represent the best-case scenarios. If high-risk
environments are unavoidable, thermal runaway mitigation approaches can be prepared to
minimize damage.

Hong et al. [43] proposed a fault-detecting and fault-locating method using discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) in real-time for thermal runaway prognosis. This method used a
normalized discrete wavelet decomposition algorithm for real-time fault prognosis. Us-
ing data from an EV, the method successfully detected and determined the specific fault
cells seven days before the thermal runaway occurred. The method was also validated
against other data sets from electric vehicles. The same authors also developed a modified
multiscale entropy (MMSE) algorithm to detect thermal runaway risks before the runaway
occurs [44]. The method uses battery states computed in real-time via multilevel abnor-
mality coefficients from the MMSE. The method was checked against electric vehicle data,
and was also able to detect cell anomalies up to seven days before the onset of thermal
runaway and could achieve the detection within the safety thresholds of the battery’s state.
Another study from this research group presented a new way of predicting cell voltages and
detecting abnormalities using a deep learning recurrent neural network—long short-term
memory (LSTM) [45]. The method uses two, many-to-one, structured LSTMs, with pre-
dropout technology to prevent overfitting to data, employed separately during charging
and driving. The validity and effectiveness of the method were confirmed using electric
vehicle data from different seasons and driving conditions and by accurately predicting the
behavior of 100 cells simultaneously.

Li et al. [46] investigated an approach to detect and locate cells with potential faults.
Their method predicts cell voltages using a modified adaptive booster (MAB) based on a
combination of an equivalent circuit model (ECM) and a long short-term memory (LSTM)
recurrent neural network. The model’s training was checked with multiple vehicle battery
data and could locate a specific cell at fault 150 s before thermal runaway. The same
authors proposed combined data-driven methods for a two-step thermal runaway diagnosis
procedure involving temperature prediction via a modified version of extreme gradient
boosting and detection of temperature irregularities using principal component analysis
(PCA) and density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [47]. The
method predicted temperatures five minutes in advance with a 0.0677 mean square error. In
addition, the method detected outlier cells 35 min before they underwent thermal runaway
in an electric vehicle. The authors also presented a thermal runaway prognosis method
which works by detecting abnormal heat generation (AHG) in the batteries [48]. The
method combines a long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network with a convolutional
neural network (CNN). Principal component analysis is used to lower computational
time and to increase the accuracy of battery temperature prediction. AHG is measured
by a model-based scheme. The prognosis method can predict temperatures up to 8 min
in advance with a mean-relative-error of 0.28% and diagnosed thermal runaway 27 min
before its occurrence in an electric vehicle. Another study from the same authors involved
a density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) as a method
for thermal runaway diagnosis [49]. Detection of individual cells at risk of runaway is
performed by DBSCAN clustering used on two-dimensional fault traits. The method uses a
voltage increment deviation alongside a cumulative number of deviations analysis to detect
sudden and long-term deterioration, respectively. The paper affirmed that the method was
able to detect individual cell deterioration a few days before thermal runaway occurred
in EVs.

Klink et al. [50] compared the thermal runaway detection effectiveness of a threshold-
scheme multi-sensor system with that of a model-based system in an EV battery case.
The model was based on an electrical equivalent circuit model (ECM) for cell voltage and
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a thermal ECM for temperature. The sensors monitored voltage, current, temperature,
smoke, gas, pressure, and strain on the battery setup. Both methods detected thermal
runaway more than five minutes before thermal runaway, but the model-based approach
was notably faster in the tests. The same group of authors proposed a thermal fault
detection method using temperature-dependent cell impedance [51]. Two equivalent
circuit models (ECM) were coupled, an electrical and thermal model. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to find the models’ parameters, and its validity
was checked by the worldwide harmonized light vehicles test procedure (WLTP). In the
thermal abuse tests, the model was able to detect the abuse 32 min before the onset of
thermal runaway.

Dong et al. [52] developed a two-stage and three-indicator method for the early
detection of thermal runaway using the effects of cell deformation and cell temperature on
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The cell temperature indicator works in an
intermediate-frequency range, while the two cell deformation indicators run separately at
low- and high-frequency ranges. The deformation indicators are active in the second stage
which is triggered before reaching ISC temperature and thermal runaway onset temperature.
Thus, the method can emit an early warning for thermal runaway. Shah et al. [53] studied a
cell temperature distribution model that was designed to predict the future temperature
and heat generation behavior of the cell. Their analytical model considers the effects of
various decomposition reactions and the associated reactant consumption that may occur
during the stages of thermal runaway. The cell’s nonlinear heat generation is linearized in
bounded time intervals such that temperature distribution becomes a function of time. The
model’s accuracy was validated via comparison with experimental measurements. The
model was used to predict whether thermal runaway would occur or not in various thermal
abuse tests mimicking realistic scenarios. Another study from these authors proposed a
non-dimensional thermal parameter, the thermal runaway number (TRN), that could be
used for thermal runaway prediction [54]. The study used an extended Semenov analysis
which considers intracellular heat transfer to analyze thermal runaway. By solving the
energy conservation equation governing both heat generation and removal, the TRN can
be obtained. The TRN value can determine, and thus predict, whether a thermal runaway
would occur.

Xiaojun et al. [55] developed a cloud-based, data-driven and model-free unsupervised
clustering method for detecting thermal anomalies in Li-ion batteries. The method uses the
K-shape clustering algorithm and assigns data points a membership value and distance
from the center of its parent cluster. Changes in one or both of these parameters are then
used to detect anomalies. The method does not require steady and significant amounts
of data and outperformed vehicle BMS at detecting thermal anomalies. Jiang et al. [56]
proposed a hybrid signal-based method for fault diagnosis in electric vehicle Li-ion batteries.
The method uses the battery voltage signals’ intrinsic mode functions which are computed
by a variational mode decomposition algorithm in an outlier detection system. The outliers
are categorized via density-based clustering with a Laplacian Eigen-mapping dimension
reduction, and a dimensionless indicator of the voltage data. The method successfully
detected a cell that culminated in thermal runaway from an electric vehicle’s battery voltage
time series. The authors in [57] investigated a new data-driven means for diagnosing cell-
level battery pack faults and issuing thermal runaway warnings at early stages. State
representation methodology (SRM) using normalized cell voltages was used to calculate
and record the state of each cell in real-time. This approach successfully pinpointed specific
cells and determined whether the cell fault was an over- or under-voltage fault. The method
was also able to detect early thermal runaway faster than the battery management systems
in the tested electric vehicles. However, in some cases, the difference in detection was only
a few seconds.
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4.2. Lithium-Ion Battery Internal Short-Circuit Diagnosis

The main cause of thermal runaway is ISC. Therefore, detecting ISC can also effectively
prevent thermal runaway from occurring, or at least minimize its damage. Ren et al. [58]
investigated the role of ISC in thermal abuse-induced thermal runaway. The 24 Ah Li-ion
pouch cells were brought to a full charge with constant current constant voltage (CC-CV)
charging. The cells were then heated by extended volume accelerated rate calorimetry
(EV-ARC). The ISC occurred around 300 s before the runaway, and in the moments before
the ISC, the resistance of the battery spiked by a factor of 1000. However, the study did not
find ISC to be completely responsible for thermal runaway in a thermal abuse scenario.

Kong et al. [59] proposed a method for using time-domain data to determine impedance
in a cell undergoing a micro ISC. The method used a sinusoidal output voltage variation to
measure magnitude and phase response, and impedance. The method’s estimated output
voltages were checked against real output voltages to ensure it predicted normal cells.
Thus, the proposed impedance was effectively detected by deviations in estimated and
actual cell output voltage. However, the detection method was noted to have increased
difficulty with large capacity cells and high-frequency voltage changes. Goa et al. [60]
developed a model-based and online micro-short-circuit (MSC) analysis method to detect
MSC cells in Li-ion battery packs. The authors used internal resistance and SOC difference
in a cell difference model (CDM). Estimation of SOC difference was obtained using the
extended Kalman filter on cell current and terminal voltage, and mean SOC data. The
MSC was simulated in a 12-series-cell Li-ion pack by adding two external resistances. The
model successfully detected the MSC cells and the resistance from the external resistors.
Zheng et al. [61] presented an MSC detection method that uses cell SOC and cell capacity
estimations to differentiate MSC from low-capacity cells in a battery pack. The method
uses an extended Kalman filter with a mean difference model for estimating cell SOC
incremental SOC to estimate cell capacity. Tests were conducted on four series cells with
varying capacities and an external resistance connected to one of them. The method’s error
in capacity estimation was below 3%, and it successfully detected the MSC cell and the low-
capacity cell simultaneously. Feng et al. [62] worked on an online model-based algorithm
for detecting ISC. Their fault diagnosis method uses measured voltage and temperature
to determine a battery’s electrochemical state. The state of each battery is, hence, used in
SOC difference and Ohmic heat resistance difference outlier detection methods. Based on
the results of 22 substitute ISC tests, the proposed method successfully detected ISC faults
before the onset of thermal runaway.

Lai et al. [63] proposed an online SOC correlated method for diagnosing ISC in its
early stages. The method uses the extended Kalman filter for SOC estimations and then
computes a correlation coefficient for neighboring cells with a moving window to increase
accuracy. The method was compared with static leakage, SOC difference, and voltage
difference methods for detecting ISC. The SOC correlation method was quicker for ISC
resistances of 100Ω and higher, and similar to the difference-based methods for lower
resistances. The same authors developed a method that combines SOC difference and
remaining charge capacity (RCC) while compensating for equalization electric quantity
(EEQ) to detect ISC [64]. The cell mean and the cell difference models are used to compute
SOC difference. The method was tested on a first-order RC model with two external
resistances simulating the ISC. The RCC detection method with EEQ compensation had
less than a 5% error rate; without EEQ compensation the error rate was greater than 800%
for ISC with a resistance of 100+ Ω. The SOC difference detection method with EEQ
compensation detected an ISC resistance of 10 Ω 6.3 h quicker than without compensation.
In addition, without EEQ compensation, the SOC difference method could not detect an
ISC resistance of 100 Ω or more.

Qiao et al. [65] presented a method for early diagnosis of ISCs based on their effects on
incremental capacity (IC) curves. IC curves for various batteries are constructed using the
extended Kalman filter. The method is based on the principle that an ISC-affected battery
will require more charge to reach the same cut-off voltage as a normal cell which would
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create a discrepancy in their IC curves. Tests were undertaken with external resistances
and the method was able to detect batteries with ISC and to calculate the ISC resistances
to quantify the magnitude of the ISC. Another study from these authors involved a mean-
normalization of cloud data method for detecting ISC [66]. An adaptive Kalman filter is
used on the mean-normalized voltage data to extract signs of ISC. The specific ISC cell is
found via outlier detection using a density-based spatial clustering of applications with a
noise (DBSCAN) algorithm. The ISC was simulated by an external resistor connected to a
Li-ion cell in a 6-series cell battery pack. Using the experimental and the cloud data, the
proposed method was able to detect the specific ISC cell within 2–5 h from the onset of ISC.

Schmid et al. [67] investigated a data-driven nonlinear process monitoring for the
early detection of ISC in Li-ion batteries. The model is trained using an extended kernel
principal component analysis (KPCA) on cell voltage difference data. A linear kernel and a
radial basis function kernel are combined to obtain a wider and more sensitive range of
application. The model could detect changes in a cell’s rate of self-discharge and coulombic
efficiency. The model was able to detect ISC in 0.7 min/Ah and 5.7 min/Ah for 10 Ω and
100 Ω resistance ISC, respectively. Ting et al. [68] worked on an ISC detection method
that monitors cell voltage and cell swelling force caused by gas release. The expansion
force is computed as a function of temperature and SOC, then thresholds are used to
signal a fault. In tests, hard ISCs were triggered in Li-ion cells which the method detected
using the expansion force and voltage monitoring in less than a second each. The authors
also affirmed that the method was resistant to sensor noise. Zhenyu et al. [69] proposed
a modification to their relative entropy-based early ISC detection method. The authors
implemented sliding window processing with a Z-score for outlier detection to improve the
accuracy and effectiveness of their relative entropy method used on cell voltage data. The
method was validated with data from electric vehicles that underwent thermal runaway.
The proposed method had no false positives and an accuracy rate of 98%. It performed
better than the Shannon entropy method and detected short-circuit-induced runaway
risks early.

4.3. Lithium-Ion Battery Thermal Runaway Detection

Thermal runaway can theoretically be prevented using the discussed thermal runaway
prediction approaches as well as by ISC detection methods. However, these methods can
sometimes fail to recognize the imminent threat of thermal runaway, due to unexpected
factors, such as shocks and collisions, or a sudden increase in the temperature of the
surroundings. Therefore, it is also important, as a last resort, to have thermal runaway
detection algorithms, to warn the battery system and users of an imminent occurrence of
thermal runaway, so that the damage can be minimized. Effective approaches for thermal
runaway detection often involve the use of sensors.

Su et al. [70] developed a warning system based on the acoustic signal of gas venting for
detecting thermal runaway in an energy storage station. The method filters out interference
noise using a spectral subtraction-like denoising system. The XGBoost model is used to
develop a pattern recognition classifier machine learning algorithm. The method achieved
a 92.31% accuracy in detecting the thermal runaway-caused venting’s acoustic signature.
Li et al. [71] compared the effectiveness of internal resistance temperature detectors (RTD)
and surface temperature sensors at detecting overcharge-induced thermal runaway in
Li-ion pouch cells. The cells were overcharged at 1 C and 5 C rates until the cell exploded. It
was found that the internal RTDs detected the solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) degradation
onset temperature around 10 s quicker than the surface sensors. The internal temperature
monitoring was also more reliable than the surface monitoring. Sheikh et al. [72] used a
numerical simulation to detect thermal runaway in an analysis of mechanical failure caused
by four kinds of quasi-static loading conditions. The simulated cell was modeled by finite
element analysis. The results were checked against voltage and temperature measurements
from the experimental data. The numerical simulations of temperature and applied force
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behavior were within 10% of the experimental findings. The various loading conditions
were found to be effective for detecting the signs of runaway.

Koch et al. [73] determined the effectiveness and viability of seven kinds of sensors for
detecting thermal runaway in Li-ion traction batteries caused by overheating or mechanical
penetration. The sensors were as follows: voltage sensor, gas sensor, smoke detector, creep
distance sensor, temperature sensor, absolute pressure sensor, and piezoresistive force
sensor. The measured criteria were detection speed, signal clarity, and characteristics
such as sensor implementation, size, and power consumption. All sensors succeeded
in detecting thermal runaway with no restriction with respect to battery size or energy
density. No individual sensor satisfied all criteria; instead, the use of multiple sensors,
which compensated for underperforming elements, was suggested. Cai et al. [74] compared
the ability of a gas sensor with that of a surface temperature sensor to detect cell-short-
circuit-induced thermal runaway before the runaway propagates to neighboring cells in
a sizeable battery storage vessel. Surface temperature measurement was incapable of
detecting thermal runaway before propagation. In contrast, the gas sensor which measured
the CO2 gas concentration was able to determine the presence of cell thermal runaway
in 85 s. This detection speed was significantly shorter than the time needed for runaway
propagation which was evaluated at 710 s. He et al. [75] proposed a hierarchical warning
system based on sensor readings to detect and signal the onset of thermal runaway before
it is irreversible. Temperature, gas, smoke and infrared sensors were the various types
of alert sensors used. The system sets thresholds that need to be crossed before moving
up a four-tiered communication and response hierarchy. The number of sensors and their
placement were designed to increase safety and efficiency. As such, the system was able to
rapidly determine where the initial stages of thermal runaway were beginning to occur.

5. Conclusions

The safety of Li-ion batteries has become an important field of research due to their
increasing usage in various practical applications. Thermal runaway is among the biggest
safety concerns involving Li-ion batteries, since it can lead to fires or explosions. Thermal
runaway modeling, as well as thermal runaway prediction and detection, are important
research topics that can help prevent or mitigate the consequences of thermal runaway. This
paper provides a comprehensive review of existing thermal runaway modeling approaches,
and prognostic and diagnostic methods for Li-ion battery systems. The summary of
models, algorithms and approaches provided in this review serves as a basis for researchers
to develop more effective modeling and diagnostic methods for Li-ion battery thermal
runaway in the future to improve battery safety.
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